The closed form of the first order non-linear differential equation that is satisfied by the effective range within the variable phase formulation of scattering theory is discussed. It is shown that the conventional method of determining the effective range, by fitting a numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation to known asymptotic boundary conditions, can be modified to include the first order contribution of a long range interaction.
Introduction
Scattering of atoms and molecules in an ultra-cold environment is a process that is very important in the interpretation of measurements of properties of cold trapped gases and in the study of Bose-Einstein condensation. At such low temperatures s-wave scattering dominates and the scattering length, a, usually suffices to describe collisions. However the effective range, r e , is important because it implies that there is a relative contribution to the elastic scattering cross section at energy E of 2µEar e where µ is the reduced mass. The effective range can provide an upper bound to the temperature, T, of a trapped sample in thermal equilibrium below which only the scattering length is significant; for example the corresponding relative contribution to the elastic scattering cross section that is attributable to the effective range is 2µk B T ar e where k B is Boltzmann's constant. Previously [1] , we used the variable phase formulation of scattering theory [2] to study the calculation of the scattering length in the presence of long range forces. Here we make a study of the effective range.
In the conventional method of calculating the effective range a numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation for scattering is fitted to known asymptotic boundary conditions at some suitably large separation R c to yield a phase shift. This is repeated for several small values of the asymptotic wave number of the relative motion, k, and the values of a and r e are obtained from the effective range theory fit of the phase shift as a function of k [3] . This procedure is appropriate even in the presence of long range forces because, by making the fit at the finite separation R c , we solve a problem for short range forces curtailed at R c . A difficulty occurs in that R c must be large. Here we present a correction that accounts for the influence of a long range force over the range [R c , ∞[ to first order in the potential strength. It allows much smaller values of R c to be used with attendant reduction in computation time and accumulated error. Marinescu [4] has provided first and higher order corrections but they are complicated in comparison to our formulation and, in most cases, a first order correction is enough.
Theory
In the notation of Levy and Keller [5] the s-wave phase shift η is expanded as
where N is the number of bound states supported by the interaction potential. Equation (1) is in accord with Levinson's theorem. Levy and Keller [5] omitted the term Nπ from their equation (8) but the subsequent analysis is not altered because effective range theory [3] provides an expansion for k cot η. When long range forces are present expansion (1) and the effective range expansion have additional terms in k, such as k 4 ln k, but for interactions dominated by a Van der Waals R −6 dispersion potential the leading terms have the indicated k-dependence although the coefficients, η i , are modified [6] . In variable phase theory the phase shift and these coefficients are functions of the separation, R, and hence the scattering length and the effective range are also functions of R. The effective range expansion is [3] 
The scattering length, a(R), is the limit as k → 0 of − tan η(R)/k and hence is −η 0 (R). The effective range is twice the coefficient of the term in k 2 in equation (2) and from the Taylor expansion of the cotangent it can be expressed as
The usual scattering length and effective range are the asymptotic values taken by a(R) and r e (R) as R → ∞.
The log-derivative in variable phase theory is
Substitution of u(R) into the Riccati equation that is satisfied by the log-derivative yields the variable phase equation (equation (6) of Levy and Keller [5] )
where V (R) denotes 2µ/h 2 times the interaction potential. From equation (1), Levy and Keller [5] rearranged equation (5) as a power series in k to obtain non-linear first order differential equations in R that are satisfied by the coefficients η i (R) (their equations (9) and (10)) from which we find
and
Numerical procedures
Although equation (7) has the closed form solution,
we find that numerical evaluation is not conveniently provided in this way because the closed form solution (8) requires computation of a double integral and, when the interaction supports bound states, also requires a suitable numerical account of the poles in the scattering length, a(R); these poles also make a direct numerical solution of equation (7) impractical. The adaptive method of Lambert [7] is unsuitable for heavy particle collisions because there are many poles in a(R). The log-derivative method that we used previously [1] is also unsuitable; although equations (6) and (7) may be written in the Riccati form
the difference between the right-hand side and the unit matrix prevents application of the logderivative method. A rational fraction transformation of equation (9) yields another Riccati equation [8] but there is no obvious transformation that simultaneously changes the right-hand side of equation (9) to a unit matrix and maintains the structure of its left-hand side. We suggest that the conventional method for obtaining the effective range is used at separation R c , chosen beyond the last pole in a(R) and equations (3) and (7) are then used to obtain a correction that is of first order in the potential strength.
Long range corrections
The exponential terms in expression (8) are positive. Hence the contribution to η 1 (R) from the range [R c , ∞[ is negative when the potential is attractive over this range and therefore the conventional calculation yields an upper bound to η 1 = η 1 
(∞).
The subsequent analysis is simpler when presented in terms of dimensionless quantities obtained by scaling by suitable powers of R c . Throughout the remainder of this note, unless otherwise indicated, we let R, a, r e , V and η 1 denote the corresponding quantities divided by R c , R c , R c , R (3), (6) and (7) are not altered. The correction, δη 1 , to η 1 , obtained by integrating the right-hand side of equation (7) by parts over the range [1, ∞[, is
where (11) with i = 1, 2, . . . , 5 and V (0) (R) identified as V (R), and the right-hand expression is evaluated at R = 1 (i.e. at separation R c ).
The inverse power potential that is given in terms of the unscaled separation by −C n R −n is represented in the scaled quantities by
where
From equations (3), (6), (10)- (13) we obtain the first order correction, δr e , to the effective range as
where the right-hand side is evaluated at R = 1. Equation (14) is consistent with the correction that was derived by different methods [10] . Note that the correction given by equation (14) is not identical to the correction in [10] ; equation (14) provides the correction to the effective range whereas [10] gives the correction to the product r e a 2 . Their equivalence is readily shown by introducing the correction to the scattering length; the correction is [10] 
Method
Our suggested procedure for calculating the effective range is as follows. First evaluate the scattering length and effective range at separation R c by the conventional method and then scale them by division by R c . For each term such as (12) of the long range potential, evaluate the scaled correction δr e of equation (14) and find the sum of the corrections; this is legitimate because we are interested in only the first order correction. Multiply the resulting correction by R c . Some experiment is needed to find a suitable value for R c but generally it is much smaller than the separation that represents infinity in the conventional method without correction. The leading terms that describe the influence of the long range force that are not accounted for by equation ( 
Example
For the model Cs-Cs potential described by Gribakin and Flambaum [9] we obtained the effective range accurate to three significant figures with R c = 1400 bohr while even the first significant figure is uncertain in the conventional uncorrected calculation with R c = 10 000 bohr; the characteristic length of the dominant term of the asymptotic dispersion potential is 203 bohr. We show details of the convergence in table 1; the values shown in  table 1 are unscaled. The characteristic lengths of the dispersion terms in C 6 , C 8 and C 10 are, in bohr, 203, 80 and 50 respectively. Column 3 in table 1 illustrates how effective the use of the correction is; the C 6 correction becomes dominated by a contribution that falls off slowly as the inverse of the separation, as is implied by equation (14). Flambaum et al [11] presented a method for calculating the effective range that is based on a semiclassical solution of the Schrödinger equation at short range fitted to an analytic solution at long range that accounts for the leading dispersion term in C 6 . For the model Cs-Cs potential considered we obtain good agreement with their result. Our method is more general in that it allows direct inclusion of more than one dispersion term.
Conclusion
The variable phase method provides a simple way in which account may be taken of the long range dispersion terms of an interatomic potential in calculations of the effective range. The method gives considerable saving of computation time and of accumulated truncation error.
